In this paper we prove that the dominator chromatic number of every oriented tree is invariant under reversal of orientation. In addition to this marquee result, we also prove the exact dominator chromatic number for arborescences and anti-arborescences as well as bounds on other orientations of oft studied tree topologies including generalized stars and caterpillars.
Introduction
A dominating set of a graph G = (V, E) is a subset S ⊆ V such that every vertex is either adjacent to a vertex in S or is in S itself, i.e., V \ S ⊆ N (S), or, alternatively, S ∪ N (S) = V . This notion can be extended to digraphs D = (V, A) through out-neighborhoods by finding a subset S ⊆ V such that every vertex is in either N + (S) or in S itself, i.e., S ∪ N + (S) = V . Domination and dominating set problems come in a variety of flavors, and date back at least to a chess problem found in [8] about which positions a queen can dominate on a chessboard. Since then, many applications of domination and dominating sets in graphs and networks have been discovered. Results on graph separability using dominating sets were obtained in [7] . Progress on binary locating sets for vertices in polytopes occurred in [21] . In [20] bounds were found for the dominator number of hypercube networks, in particular for Fibonacci cubes.
Characterizing these sets and their potential applications are interesting and important problems. For example, while every graph with no isolated vertex admits at least two disjoint dominating sets, this is not true in general for total dominating sets. In fact, a recent paper by Henning and Peterin [17] characterized graphs with two disjoint total dominating sets. But typical applications of dominating sets involve characterizing the vertices of dominating sets, not the dominating sets themselves. For this purpose, an interesting and relatively new concept was developed, that of dominator colorings.
A dominator coloring of a graph is a proper vertex coloring in which every vertex dominates at least one color class. The dominator chromatic number of a graph is the size of a minimum dominator coloring. Dominator colorings and dominator chromatic numbers of graphs were first introduced in papers by Dr. Gera [10, 12] . Since that initial work, dominator colorings have been studied intensively in specific graph families including bipartite graphs [11] , trees [18] , and certain Cartesian products [6] . More general results were obtained in [1] and [13] . Algorithmic results were first obtained in [2] and [5] in a general setting as well as in [19] in which a specific algorithm for finding minimum dominator colorings of trees was developed. These results led to the vast development of applications of dominating sets in undirected networks, including, e.g., [3, 9, [14] [15] [16] . Recently the notion of dominator colorings was extended to directed graphs in [4] . In that paper the focus was on finding the dominator chromatic number over all possible orientations of paths and cycles. In this paper, for the most part, we shift our attention from this perspective towards finding the exact dominator chromatic number of specific structures.
All digraphs in this paper are orientations of simple, finite trees. One particular structure which will be a primary focal point in this paper is the arborescence. An arborescence, also known as an out-tree, is the orientation of a tree in which all arcs point away from a single source. Similarly, an anti-arborescence, or an in-tree, is the orientation of a tree in which all arcs point towards a single sink. As we will see, the dominator chromatic number of arborescences is invariant under reversal of orientation.
This rather interesting results naturally begs to be generalized. Surprisingly yet beautifully, the marquee result in this paper is that the dominator chromatic number of an oriented tree T is invariant under reversal for all oriented finite trees.
Before continuing this work, we declare several important notations. Unless otherwise specified, the cardinality of the vertex set V (T ) of a given tree T is denoted by n. The set of all leaves of T is denoted by l(T ) and the number of leaves in a tree, i.e., |l(T )|, is denoted by l when T is known. For an oriented tree T , we will denote its reversal by T − .
Arborescences
In this section we study arborescences, building up to a proof of the dominator chromatic number of any arborescence or anti-arborescence. First, however, we recap previous results on orientations of paths. The simplest type of tree is a path. It is easy to see that the dominator chromatic number of the directed path P n is n and that this result is trivially invariant under reversal. The following theorem from [4] gives the dominator chromatic number over all orientations of paths.
Theorem 1.
The minimum dominator chromatic number over all orientations of the path P n is given by
Moving on from paths, especially when considering directed paths specifically, arborescences (and anti-arborescences) can be considered an immediate extension. As we build towards our proof that the dominator chromatic number of (anti-)arborescences is invariant under reversal of orientation, we first characterize the dominator chromatic number of (anti-)arborescences in terms of their parameters, namely the size of their vertex set and the number of leaves.
Proof. Since the set of leaves of T form an independent set and since d − (v) = 0 for all leaves v (T is an in-tree), we may assign the set l(T ) to the same color class. It remains to be shown that every non-leaf vertex of T must be uniquely colored. This follows from the fact that d
when T is an in-tree, as this implies that each non-leaf vertex is the only vertex dominated by some other vertex in T and therefore must be uniquely colored.
Lemma 2. Let T be an out-tree (arborescence). Then
Proof. The proof is by contradiction via minimum counterexample with respect to n = |V (T )|. Since a single vertex v is technically an arborescence with one leaf and since χ d (v) = 1, we may assume that some tree T is a minimum counterexample to our claim. Let |V (T )| = n, let v be a leaf of T with inneighbor u, and let
If v was not the only out-neighbor of u, then we may color v with the same color as the other out-neighbors of u, and if v was the only out-neighbor of u then we color v uniquely. In either case we have established that χ d (T ) = n − l + 1 which contradicts our assumption that T was a minimum counterexample and conclude that χ d (T ) = n − l + 1 for any arborescence T .
Corollary 1. For any (anti-)arborescence T , we have that
χ d (T ) = χ d (T − ) where T −
is T with the orientation of every arc reversed.
Notice that Theorem 1 is a special case of both of the above lemmas and their corollary.
Main Results
In this section we prove our main result, that the dominator chromatic number of an oriented tree is invariant under reversal. To do this we will prove several necessary lemmas en route. First, however, we begin with an observation. Observation 1. Let T be an orientation of a tree and let v be a leaf of T . Then
Proof. Clearly if the lower bound is false then we may find a smaller dominator chromatic number for T . The upper bound is obvious.
Next, in order to prove our main theorem, we will need a more refined analysis of the subtree T ′ = T \ {v} for some leaf v of T . We begin by first providing a characterization of the subtree
Lemma 3. Let T be an orientation of a tree and let v be a leaf of T with neighbor u.
Proof. ( ⇐= ) It is obvious that v must be uniquely colored in any minimum dominator coloring of T in either case.
. This follows immediately by seeing that for any x ∈ N + (u) \ {v} it must be that if v is uniquely colored, we may recolor v with c(x) thereby contradicting our assumption that our dominator coloring was a minimum dominator coloring. If d + (v) = 1 and there exists some other vertex x such that d − (x) = 0, then if v was uniquely colored, we may again color v with c(x) and contradict our assumption that our dominator coloring was a minimum dominator coloring of T .
With that lemma intact, we further refine our understanding of the subtree T ′ = T \ {v} by studying the neighbor of the leaf vertex v.
Lemma 4. Let T be an orientation of a tree with leaf
Proof. Clearly u cannot have any additional in-neighbors that are also leaves, else v would not be uniquely colored in any minimum dominator coloring of
Let T ′ be the subtree of T obtained by deleting all leaves of T except for v. If T ′ has a leaf l with d − (l) = 0 then the vertex l has d − (l) = 0 in T . By iterating this process until T n = vu we see that it must be the case that d − (u) = 1 in T .
Finally we are ready to prove the main result of this paper, that the dominator chromatic number of an oriented tree is invariant under reversal. Proof. Let T be a minimum counterexample, let v be a leaf of T , and let T ′ = T \{v}. We prove this by considering the cases where χ d (T ′ ) = χ d (T ) and where
. Within each case we will consider the two possible subcases, where d − (v) = 0 and where
, then this color class is not dominated by any vertex. Furthermore, if there exists any non-dominated color classes in T ′− then u must belong to such a class, else our dominator coloring of T ′− is not minimal. Therefore, if u is uniquely colored in a minimum dominator coloring of T ′− , there does not exist any non-dominated color class besides c(u) in T ′− . This implies that {u} = {x ∈ V (T ′− )|d − (u) = 0} which implies that v must be uniquely colored in order to have a proper dominator coloring of T − , hence
Since xu ∈ A(T ′ −) and d + (x) = 1 in T ′ −, it follows that u is uniquely colored in any minimum dominator coloring of T ′ −. We may then add v to T ′ − and color it with c(x) to establish that
If such a vertex is also an in-neighbor of u in T then we may color v with c(x) and be done, so we may assume that
If x is a leaf in T , then x cannot be the only in-neighbor of its out-neighbor in T ′ , else x would be uniquely colored in any minimum dominator coloring of T ′ and we could consider the tree T \ {x} which satisfies χ d (T \ {x}) < χ d (T ) and use the first case to complete the proof. Therefore we may assume that
Let w be the in-neighbor of x in T − . Since x is not the only member of N + (w), w already dominates a color class in any minimum dominator coloring of T ′′− , all one such color classĉ. By coloring x withĉ in a given minimum dominator coloring of T − , we establish that if x is a leaf in T , that χ d (T − ) = χ d (T ). Finally, assume that there is no such leaf vertex in T , i.e., that for all leaves l = v of T , d
− (l) = 1. If there exists some leaf l = v such that {l} = N + (N − (l)), the second subcase of the first case completes the proof. Therefore, we may assume that for every leaf l = v (which there necessarily exists at least one such leaf) we have that there exists some other leaf l ′ such that l ′ is also a member
. We may color l with c(l
. As this concludes the last possible case, the proof is complete.
Applications
In this section we use our main result, that the dominator chromatic number of an orientation of a tree is invariant under reversal of orientation, as a tool to help prove results on other oft studied tree topologies including generalized stars and caterpillars.
We begin by studying orientations of generalized stars. In some sense a generalized star could be construed to mean a union of paths of varying lengths that all meet at a single common vertex. However, for the sake of this paper we consider generalized stars GS The following result from [4] tells us the exact dominator chromatic number of a star for every possible orientation. It is easy to see from this result that the dominator chromatic number of an oriented star is invariant under reversal. We can now attempt to expand this result by proving further results on the dominator chromatic number of generalized stars GS 
A natural question to ask would be whether or not this is best possible. It turns out that this is not the case. We improve greatly on this bound with our next result. We orient all arcs away from S 1 into S 0 and S 2 . We may assign a single color to S 1 since no vertex has positive in-degree, and we may assign a single color to S 0 as it is a single vertex. Since every vertex in S 1 dominates, S 0 , we may color all of S 2 with a third color, demonstrating that χ d (GS 2 m ) ≤ 3. We generalize this structure by coloring all vertices in each S odd with the same color used on S 1 , by coloring all vertices in each S even with a unique color, and by orienting all arcs from S odd to S even . Notice that the union S odd constitutes an independent set comprised of vertices with in-degree equal to zero, hence they may all share the color assigned to S 1 . Since all vertices in S even have out-degree zero and are uniquely colored, every vertex in S odd dominates some uniquely colored vertex. The result follows from basic counting.
We next turn our attention to orientations of caterpillars. A caterpillar is a tree in which every vertex is at distance at most one from a central path. Our first result is a lemma relating the dominator chromatic number of this central path to the oriented caterpillar itself.
Lemma 7. Let T be an orientation of a caterpillar and let
Proof. In order for χ d (T ) to be less than χ d (P ) the addition of a vertex to P must allow for the combination of existing color classes in P , but if this is possible then it must be possible without the addition of a new vertex which contradicts P using fewest possible colors. An interesting case of this result arises when the central path of the caterpillar is a directed path. In this case we get the rather nice result that the lower bound from Lemma 7 is sharp.
Lemma 9. If T is an orientation of a caterpillar whose central path P is a directed path, then
Proof. Let P = v 1 . . . v m . Since P is a directed path, every vertex in P , except for v m , dominates not only a color class, but a single vertex. Since P is a directed path, for any vertex v i of P we may color all of N + (v i ) in T with the color c(v i+1 ). Since each vertex of P is uniquely colored, all vertices in V (T ) \ V (P ) with positive out-degree dominate a color class. Notice that these vertices all have in-degree zero. The only vertex in P with in-degree zero is v 1 . By coloring all vertices of V (T ) \ V (P ) which have in-degree zero with the color c(v 1 ), we establish a minimum proper dominator coloring of T using precisely χ d (P ) = m colors.
Conclusion
This paper initiated the study of dominator coloring of orientations of trees. Initially, a study of arborescences and anti-arborescences found that, for a given vertex set, the dominator chromatic number of an arborescence is equal to the dominator chromatic number of an anti-arborescence. We then generalized this finding, proving the most important result in this paper, that the dominator chromatic number of orientations of trees is invariant under reversal of orientation. Using this result, several results on the dominator chromatic number of generalized stars and caterpillars were obtained.
In our study of generalized stars GS k m , we established an upper bound on the dominator chromatic number over all orientations of GS k m . We conjecture that this result is the best possible. The study of dominator chromatic numbers of other structures which are derived from stars and generalized stars, such as wheels, are a natural extension of the results obtained on generalized stars in this paper. Additionally, the orientations of stars which are (anti-)arborescences are interesting in that they have relatively large dominator chromatic numbers. We conjecture that these two particular orientations are actually the worst possible for generalized star. This conjecture could prove quite insightful in determining the nature of dominating sets in (anti-)arborescences. It seems to the author that these classes of orientations of trees might be among the worst possible when it comes to finding relatively small dominating sets.
With respect to caterpillars, we established several bound on the dominator chromatic number with respect to the central path of the caterpillar. Possible directions to extend the results in this paper could include finding an explicit minimum dominator chromatic number over all orientations of caterpillars and finding explicit dominator chromatic numbers for specific caterpillars with respect to their central paths. Additionally, the study of dominator chromatic numbers of lobsters could provide a useful stepping stone from paths and caterpillars to the study of dominator chromatic numbers of orientations of trees in general, and possibly even more broadly to orientations of directed acyclic graphs.
